
Case Study
Couple’s Porsche Stolen

The Claim 
Couple’s Porsche stolen

After a meal out a couple returned home to find that their 
son had parked his car in front of the garage so they could 
not store their £75,000 Porsche in the garage overnight. The 
couple therefore parked their car on the driveway for the 
night. The next morning the couple woke to find their beloved 
car had been stolen from their driveway.

When insuring valuable and prized possessions and high value 
items it pays off to seek the advice of a specialist broker. At 
Ascend Executive we are determined to find our clients a 
policy that suits them the best. It is vital for you to use Ascend 
Executive before a loss occurs in order that your possessions 
and properties are covered properly. 

Our aim is to make our service as efficient and professional as 
possible so that life is made easy for you

Our clients enjoy market-leading coverage backed up by 
carefully selected insurers who provide the leading claims 
service.

Visit www.ascendexecutive.co.uk to find out more.
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What we did:

We arranged for the couple’s Porsche 
to be on the same policy as the family’s 
other vehicles which made life easy for 
them.

Most insurance companies would 
only pay-out if the car was stored in 
a garage, not on the driveway. But we 
made sure that the policy had all cars 
insured no matter where they were 
parked.

This meant that the company received 
a full pay-out from the insurer when 
their Porsche was stolen.

Most brokers would not go to 
the lengths and efforts that we 
do to ensure that you receive full 
compensation. We make sure that we 
understand your needs when finding 
you a policy.
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Our Awards
Since our inception in 2017 we have sought to provide an 

innovative, local and personal service to our clients.
Our goal is to be the best, not the biggest and our unique approach has recently been 

recognised in the insurance industry in the following highly respected awards.




